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Abstract  

This paper attempts to analyse N-bar and attest to its validity in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  syntax. 

This is done with a view to identifying the intermediate level category projection 

within the purview of x-bar module as developed in Chomsky’s lectures on 

Government and Binding Theory (1981), Radford (1988), Carnie (2007) etc. The 

focus of this paper is to descriptively account for the presence of the intermediate 

N-bar level category in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ . The Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  data is contextually–based. The 

demonstrative: ímàà, ímìn or ímìnàà “this one”, points to objects relatively near 

the speaker or the hearer. It may be roughly translated as “this one/these ones”. 

The above demonstratives tend to overlap each other and import the same 

semantic output. However, Lòka ̟́ a ̟́    native speakers know when or which situation 

is appropriate for their use to express the desired effect.  Theoretical review and 

concepts were explained with the hope of giving insights into the subsequent 

analysis.   This study presented cogent evidence to account for the existence of N-

bar in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  and since N-bar plays a crucial role in differentiating different 

classes of post nominal modifiers namely: complement PPs and adjunct PPs, we 

therefore direct our research light on these two post nominal modifiers. 

Complement PPs are presented as sisters of a lexical head [N] in the phrase and 

daughters of N-bar while Adjunct PPs are presented as both sisters and daughters 

of N-bar. Arguments in support of the structural distinction between complements 

and adjuncts in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  were established. Findings reveal that N-bar is realisable in 

Lòka ̟́ a ̟́   syntax and that adjunct can be iterated, reordered and can stand next to 

one but that complements must be located next to the head and cannot be 

reordered. Complements could also conjoin with complements, and adjuncts with 

adjuncts but we could not mix the two. The paper concludes that complements are 

more closely linked to their heads than adjuncts.   

Key words: Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ language, N-bar, Complement, Adjunct and Specifier.    
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The thrust of this paper is to do a comprehensive description and analysis 

of the syntax of N-bar in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ . N-bar construction is a widely, contemporary and 

attested syntactic phenomenon which took its roots from the x-bar convention. 

The x-bar convention principally aims at making provision(s) for the categories 

which fall between the lexical and the phrasal categories. The study therefore 

gained insights from Chomsky’s (1970); Jackendoff’s (1977); Radford’s (1988) 

postulation and analysis that there are nominal constituents larger than the Noun 

but smaller than a full Noun Phrase etc. We will critically look at the internal 

anatomy of Noun phrases in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  to enable us bring out the intermediate level 

category projection which, of course, is our primary concern.   

 Data for this work were drawn from Loma ̟́ a ̟́ ma ̟́ a ̟́  native speakers of Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ . 

The informants are those above fifty years. This is done in order to ensure that the 

undiluted form of the language data was elicited. The data were analysed 

descriptively using X-bar analytic devices such as phrase markers (tree diagrams 

and label bracketing). The presentation follows the internationally accepted 

convention for interlinear morpheme-to-morpheme glossing by Leipzig (2015) – 

the tripartite layer data presentation.  

The work is organised as follows: In subsection 1.1.1, Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  language, its 

people and genetic classification is over-viewed. Sequel to this, in subsection 1.2, 

the problem of the research is stated, followed immediately with a statement of 

specific objectives and a brief methodological statement cum conventions used.  

 In section two, literature related to the present work are reviewed. In 

section three, data related to N-bar in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  are presented and analysed. 

Following this, Complements and Adjuncts are instantiated in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  within the 

N-bar module at different hierarchical levels. Lastly, in sections 5.1 and 6.1, the 

findings, summary and conclusion are presented respectively.  

 

1.1.1 Lòká̟á̟Language, its People & Genetic Classification  

 According to Iwara (1991:169), Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  [lòkə :] is the language of Yakurr 

[jàkə ] people. These people estimated at 196,271 by the 2006 National Population 

Census inhabit primarily five large compact towns located virtually at the 

geographical centre of Cross River State. The towns: Ugep, Ekori, Nko, Mkpani 

and Idomi, in their order of population, constitute within the Yakurr Local 

Government Area, an extra-ordinary concentration of people scarcely found 

anywhere else in the state.  

A few neighbouring villages with their own different languages also speak 

Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  as a second language. They are Assiga, Inyima, AgoiIbami and AgoiEkpo. 

A large proportion of the native speakers of Bahumono, Adim, Nctaagune, Agbo 

and Mbembe also speak the language or have a working knowledge of it as a 

result of constant visits for commercial and other economic reasons and through 

interchange of permanent migrants by intermarriage.  

 There are five dialects of Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  viz: Lomaa ̟́ a ̟́ ma ̟́ a ̟́  spoken in Ugep, Lòkòrì 

spoken in Ekori, Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ ka ̟́ a ̟́  spoken in Nko, Ló̟  kpàḿkpànì spoken in Mkpani and 

Lólóómì spoken in Idomi. There is a high degree of mutual intelligibility among 
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the dialects. They are however, distinguishable because of differences in 

vocabulary and tones.      

 The most recent classification of Cross River languages by Hammarstrom 

et al (2017) places Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  under the upper Cross River (East-west) group with 

Ikom, Legbo, Mbembe, Nyima among others.  

     

1.2 The Problem     

 Many linguistics scholars have investigated, established and written lots of 

articles on the structure of phrases and the intermediate level categories in 

particular languages, but none has made any attempt to adequately and explicitly 

investigate and account for the presence of the intermediate N-bar level category 

in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  syntax. This work is therefore a pioneering effort in the syntactic 

analysis of N-bar in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ . The intention therefore is to close this lacuna in line 

with the contemporary and universal analysis of N-bar syntax.  

 

1.3 Specific Objectives of the Study  

 The aim of this study, generally, is to descriptively account for the 

presence of the intermediate N-bar level category in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ . Its actualisation is 

anticipated with the hope of specifying the similarities and dissimilarities of the 

two classes of postnominal modifiers-complement PPs and adjunct PPs. It is also 

the objective of this study to establish the structural distinctions between PP1 

(complements) and PP2 (adjuncts) as postnominal modifiers in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ . The work 

will also seek to define the notion of ‘closeness’ of either complements or 

adjuncts to their heads in purely structural terms.   

 

1.4 Methodology  

 This work is by design descriptive. Consequently, the researcher, who 

happens to be a  

linguist L1speaker, mirrors the language objectively using his intuitive knowledge 

to direct the work to its universal syntactic mould. Therefore, descriptive cum 

contextual analytical method was adopted in analysing our data because certain 

lexical items tend to convey different semantic output in different context and also 

certain different lexical items tend to convey the same semantic input in the 

language.          

1.4.1 Conventions  

 The orthography adopted in this study incorporates some special/technical 

symbols which have IPA equivalents, as follows:  

 e̟  =  ɛ,  = o̟ = ɔ, a̟ = ə, ng = ŋ  

 Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  orthography is now widely used. It is more convenient to employ it 

in presenting and analysing the data. We also adopted the internationally accepted 

conventions for interlinear morpheme-to-morpheme glossing by Leipzig (2015 

edition).   

  

 

2.1 Literature Review 
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 Ndimele (1992) and (2008) examines the intermediate categories within 

the x-bar system. He notes that earlier before the x-bar convention (i.e the era of 

the phrase structure Grammar-PSG), there has been a restricted trend of 

subjecting phrasal analysis into a two-level categories analysis. That is, the word-

level categories and the phrase-level categories. But proponents of the x-bar 

convention have argued that there seem to be substantial evidence in support of 

the existence of intermediate categories, which are larger than the word but 

smaller than the phrase. In the phrase: (1) this book about Lagos, Ndimele 

(2008:114)argues that the whole construction is a large NP containing a smaller 

NP book about Lagos, but which is larger than the noun book. The smaller NP 

book about Lagos is the N1. Other examples include:   

2(a) boy   = X  head N(boy) 

  (b) good boy  = X1  head N(boy) + Adjectival   

      Complement (good) 

  (c) a good boy  = X11  head N(boy)+Adjectival   

      Complement (good) +  

      Specifier  (a). 

 

3(a) woman  = X  head N(woman). 

 (b) fat woman = X1  head N(woman) + Adjectival   

      Complement (fat) 

(c) The fat woman = X11  head N(Woman) + Adjectival  

      Complement (fat)  

      + Specifier (the).  

       Ndimele, (2008:119). 

 

 Mbah (2006) and (2008) contends that PSG recognises only the lexical 

and phrasal categories. Lexical categories are words that can be found in the 

dictionary of the language. They are classified into different grammatical 

categories such as noun (N), verb (V), adjective (adj.), preposition (prep.) etc. 

Phrasal categories include constituents with more than one word. Any lexical 

category that projects into a phrase is abbreviated with a suffix [-P]. In other 

words, if the lexical category is X, then its phrasal form will be XP. 

Consequently, it means that PSG does not recognize any constituent that is 

smaller than the maximal projection or the phrase (XP) but larger than the lexical 

category (X). PSG contends that constituents must belong to either x or XP.  The 

PSG hypothesis of phrasal representation into lexical categories and phrasal 

categories developed in Chomsky (1957 and 1965) has been discovered to lack 

empirical adequacy in describing universal generalities of language. This lack of 

empirical inadequacy has led to the formulation of x-bar syntax (X1). Currently, 

scholars have recognised categories, which are larger than the lexical category (X) 

but smaller than the phrasal category (XP).  
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 The part of the grammar regulating the structure of phrases according to 

Haegeman (1991:95) is the x-bar theory and the general format for phrase 

structure is summarised in the following P-S rules:  

4. a. X11  Spec ; X1 

 b. X1  X1 ; YP 

 c. X1  X ; YP         

 X-bar theory distinguishes two levels of projection. Complements 

combine with x to form x1 projections (in 4c); adjuncts combine with x1 to form 

x1 projections (in 4b). The specifier combines with the topmost x1 to form the 

maximal projection x11 (in 4a).  

 From the foregoing, therefore, it seems reasonably to postulate that the N-

bar is a type of intermediate category projection between the word-level and 

phrasal-level within an NP (just like any other phrasal bar supposedly projected 

by its head). By implication, the N-bar is a small nominal phrase (or constituent) 

larger than the Noun but smaller than a full Noun phrase, (cf Radford 1988:167). 

 Haegeman (1991:92) gave a general format for Noun phrase structure as 

summarized in the following P–S rules.  

5. a. N11  Spec ; N1 

 b. N1  N1 ; XP 

 c. N1  N ; XP 

 Haegeman (1991:95) assumes that the layered projection schema (in 4 and 

5 above) is universal, however, the order of constituents with respect to the head 

of the projection is not universally fixed due to parametric variations across 

languages’ word or constituent orders.  

 N-bar is an offshoot of x-bar syntax. Mbah (2006:95) provided a table 

showing the equivalence of X1 and PSG especially to account for the intermediate 

level categories according to the type of phrase projected by the head to its 

intermediate bar node, thus:  

 

 

Table 1: The Equivalence of X1 and PSR (or PSG). 

                              X-BAR PSG  

X11 Xm(m-i) X XP 

C11 C1 Comp CP 

I11 I1 S S 

N11 N1 N NP 

V11 V1 V VP 

D11 D1 N, A, Q, adv, (dem) NP, AP, QP, ADV P, 

Dem. 

ADV11 ADV1 Adv ADV P 

P11 P1 Prep PP 

Q11 Q1 Q QP 
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 It is noted, however, that scholars still find it convenient to mingle both 

x1-syntax and PSR terms. The facts of table 1 above could be reduced to figure 1 

below.  

 

Fig. 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(cf Mbah 2006:9, Mbah 2008:172).  

  

Figure (1) above stands for any phrasal category. According to Chomsky (1992) 

as quoted by Mbah (2006:95), basic relations treat the head as one term. However, 

the relations are ‘local’. In figure 1, there are two local relations: the SPEC-head 

relation of ZP and X, and the head-complement of X and YP. The head-

complement relation is both more local and fundamental than the SPEC-head 

relation in X1 syntax. This is because the head-complement relation is associated 

with theta relation–a relation which assigns functions to lexical items in SD.  

 

2.2 Conceptual Framework: Complements, Adjuncts and Specifiers 

 This sub-section presents evidence in support of the structural distinction 

drawn between the postnominal PP Complements and PP Adjuncts.  

 

2.2.1 Complements and Adjuncts in NPs 

Carnie (2007:164) avers that an XP that is a sister to a head (N, V, A, or P) 

and a daughter of a single bar level (N1, V1, A1, or P1) is called complement. PP1 

is a complement and it always precedes the adjunct when both co-occur in the 

same phrase. Complements roughly correspond to the notion “object” in 

traditional grammar. They are more closely related to the head of the phrase than 

adjuncts. We cannot delete complements or separate them from the heads which 

subcategorise them. They give additional information that makes the meaning of 

the head complete. On the other hand, XPs that are sisters to single bar levels (N1, 

V1, A1, or P1) and are daughters of a single bar level (N1, V1, A1, or P1) are called 

adjuncts. PP2 is an adjunct. Adjuncts often have the feel of adverbial or obliques. 

Adjuncts have no intrinsic relationship with the heads and they can be deleted or 

separated from the heads without any loss of information about the head.            

 Radford (1988:175) also makes a distinction between complements and 

adjuncts within the framework of the X-bar theory. In the Noun phrase [the king 

of England], the post nominal PP[of England] expands the head Noun King into 

the N-bar i.e N-single bar [king of England] while the determiner the expands the 

N-bar i.e the intermediate or small phrase [King of England] into the  

X11 

X1 ZP 

YP 
X (order irrelevant) 
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N-double bar [the King of England].  

 In trying to generalise our conclusion about the function of PP[of 

England] in this phrase, we might suggest that all postnominal PPs (and indeed 

perhaps all postnominal phrase of any kind) have essentially the same constituent 

structure status and thus serve to expand or project N into N-bar. However, any 

such hasty conclusion would ignore the traditional distinction between different 

types of postnominal phrases-namely (i) those which function as complements, 

and (ii) those which function as adjuncts.  

 We can illustrate the structural difference between these two types of post 

modifiers in the following two examples.  

6 (a) A student [of Linguistics] ( = Complement).  

  (b) A student [with long hair] ( = Adjunct).  

 Although both examples in (6) above seem to have, on the surface, parallel 

structures (a determiner, followed by a noun, followed by a prepositional phrase), 

in reality, they have quite different structures. The PP in (6a) is a complement and 

has the following tree:   

Fig 2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 You will notice that the circled PP is a sister to N and a daughter of a 

single bar level (N1), so it is a complement. By contrast, the structure of (6b) is:  

 

Fig 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here, the PP with long hair is a sister to N1 and also a daughter of N1. 

 In (6a), the bracketed PP[of linguistics] is (in an intuitively fairly obvious 

sense) the “complement” of student: the PP tells us what it is that the individual 

concerned studies. Hence, the NP[a student of Linguistics] can be paraphrased by 

a clausal construction in which linguistics functions as the complement of the 

verb study: cf (7a) below: 

7.(a) He is [a student of Linguistics]  

 (b) He is [studying Linguistics]  

N 

NP 

D N1 

 

A 

PP 

Student   of Linguistics  

N1 

NP 

D N1 

 

A 

PP 

Student    with long hair.   
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 7(a) and (b) mean the same thing but this is not all the case in (6b) above 

[a student with long hair]. In this case, the bracketed PP [with long hair] does not 

in any sense function as the complement of ‘student’, so that we do not have any 

corresponding paraphrase in which [long hair] is used as the complement of the 

verb ‘study’: cf. 8(a) and (b) below.  

8 (a)      He is [a student with long hair]  

  (b)        He is [studying long hair] 

 So, the relationship between (8a) and (8b) breaks down. Thus, in (7a) [a 

student of Linguistics] the bracketed PP [of Linguistics] specifies what the student 

is studying but in (8a) [a student with long hair], the bracketed PP [with long hair] 

does not tell us anything about what the student is studying; it merely serves to 

give us additional information about the student (i.e that he happens to have long 

hair). In traditional terms, the kind of PP found in [student of Linguistics] or 

indeed [king of England] for example, is said to be a Complement, whereas that 

of [student with long hair] is said to be an Adjunct.    

 Furthermore, Radford maintains that complements are closer to their head 

Nouns than adjuncts. That is, when the two PP modifiers are used, the 

complement comes before (precede) the adjunct as in:  

9 (a)  The student of Linguistics with long hair. 

   (b)    The student with long hair of Linguistics.   

 9(b) is ill-formed and so unacceptable because it violates the ‘no crossing 

of branches’ restriction (cf Radford 1988:178). 9(a) is illustrated clearer in a tree 

configuration in figure (4) below:  

 

Fig. 4:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The implication of figure 4 above is that adjuncts are both sisters and 

daughters of N1 while complements are sisters of N and daughters of N1.  

There is another property of the rules according to Carnie (2007:167) that 

manifests itself in the difference between adjuncts and complements. The adjunct 

rule: X1X1 (ZP) or X1 (ZP) X1 is an iterative rule. That is, within the rule 

itself, it shows the property of recursion. On the left-hand side of the rule there is 

an X1 category, and on the right hand side there is another X1. This means that the 

rule can generate infinite stings of X1 nodes since you can apply the rule over and 
over again to its own output:  

 

* 

* 

N11 

N1 Spec. 

PP (Adjunct)  N1 

PP (Comp) N 

with long hair.   of Linguistics    The       student     
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Fig 5  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

The complement rule: X1 X (WP) or X1 (WP)X does not have this 

recursive property. On the left side of the rule there is an X1, but on the right there 

is only X. So the rule cannot apply iteratively. That is, it can only apply once 

within an XP. What this means for complements and adjuncts is that you can have 

any number of adjuncts (10 a), but you can only ever have one complement (10 b) 

below:  

(10 a) The book [of poems]       [with a red cover] [from Blackwell] [by Emeka] 

                   head   complement          adjunct             adjunct                  adjunct 

(10 b)       The book [of poems]     [of fiction]      [with a red cover] 

       head      complement      complement           adjunct     

 The tree for (10) is given (in figure 6) below and you will notice that since 

there is only one N, there can only be one complement, but since there are 

multiple N1s, there can be as many adjuncts as desired.   

 

 

Fig 6  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 

PP 

NP 

D N1 

the N1 PP 

N1 

PP N1 

PP N 

book of poems 

with a red cover  

from Blackwell   

byEmeka 

ZP 

X1 

X1 

X1 

ZP 

ZP 

X1 

… 

etc 
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Related to the facts that the number of adjuncts is unlimited, but only one 

complement is allowed, and complements are always adjacent to the head, 

observe that you can usually reorder adjuncts with respect to one another, but you 

can never reorder a complement with the adjuncts. See examples below: 

(11)a. The book of poems with red cover from Blackwell by Emeka.  

      b. The book of poems from Blackwell with a red cover by Emeka.  

      c. The book of poems from Blackwell by Emeka with a red cover. 

      d. The book of poems by Emeka from Blackwell with a red cover.  

      e. The book of poems by Emeka with a red cover from Blackwell.  

      f. The book of poems with a red cover by Emeka from Blackwell. 

      g.    The book with a red cover of poems from Blackwell by Emeka   

      h.   The book with a red cover from Blackwell of poems by Emeka.  

 Note that adjuncts and complements are constituents of different types. 

The definition of adjuncthood holds that adjuncts are daughters of a single bar 

level and also, sisters to a single bar level.  

 Given the “no crossing of branches” restriction, Radford (1988:179) 

avers that the adjunct rule will generate adjunct PPs to the right of complement 

PPs as fig. 7(a) below, not to the left as in fig. 7(b).  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7(a). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

N11 

D 
N1 

PP N1 

N PP 

The  student of physics  

(Complement)  

with long hair 

(Adjunct)  

* 
* 

N11 

D 
N1 

N1 

N PP PP 

The  student of physics  

(Complement) . 

with long hair 

(Adjunct)  

* 
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Figure (7b), is ruled out because it violates the “no crossing of branches” 

restriction. But fig. (7a) contains no crossing branches, and thus is well-formed. 

So, it follows from fig. (7) that complements must occur closer to their head 

Nouns than adjuncts. This is why the complement phrase (of physics) has to 

precede the Adjunct phrase (with long hair) in (7a) and why (more generally) 

postnominal complements precede postnominal adjuncts (as noted by Jackendoff  

1977:58). The complement rule allows only one complement to a head; 

and in the words of Brown and Miller (1980:109) “NP complements are those 

categories that subcategorise the head… since many nouns, cannot occur with 

complements e.g girl, boy…etc.   

 There is another difference between adjuncts and complements, according 

to Carnie (2007:169) that uses one–replacement rule: it replaces an N1 node with 

the word one. Look at the tree in figure (8) below. 

 

Fig. 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you look closely at fig. 8 above, you will see that two possibilities for 

one-replacement exist. We can either target the highest N1, and get:  

(12)  the one  or we can target the lower N1 and get:  

(13) the one with a red cover  

But we cannot target the N head; it is not an N1. This means that one 

followed by a  complement is ill-formed:  

(14) the one of poems with a red cover.  

 Since complements are sisters to X and daughters of X1, they cannot stand 

next to the word one. Adjuncts, by definition, can.  

 Another difference between complements and adjuncts, according to 

Lamidi (2008:157) is that complements precede the adjunct when both co-occur 

in the same phrase.  

An easy heuristic (guiding principle) according to Carnie (2007:166) for 

distinguishing complements from adjunct PPs inside NPs, is by looking at what 

prepositions they take. In English, almost always (with few exceptions) 

complement PPs take the preposition of. Adjuncts, by contrast, take other 

prepositions (such as from, at, to, with, under, on etc).  

N1 

book of poems  

with red cover  

NP 

D N1 

N 

the 

PP 

PP 

Cannot be 

replaced by one  

C
an

 b
e

 r
e

p
la
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 b
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2.2.2  The Notion Specifier:  

 The specifier is defined as the daughter of XP and sister to X1. The 

specifier rule: XP(YP) X1 or XPX1 (YP). Specifiers are different from 

adjuncts and complements since specifiers are not recursive, you can only have 

one specifier. Each of these rules has two options, the specifier, complement and 

adjunct can all appear on either side of their head. These rules use variables to 

capture cross-categorialgeneralisations.     

2.2.3 Summary  

 So far, in this section, we have handled the notions of complement, 

adjunct and specifier. We therefore use the configuration in Fig. 9 below to 

summarise such notions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cf Radford (1988:177). 

 

From Fig. 9 above, Determiners (specifiers) are seen as sisters of N-bar 

and daughters of N-double-bar; Adjuncts are both sisters and daughters of N-bar; 

and Complements are sisters of N and daughters of N-bar. This means that 

Adjuncts resemble Complements in that both are daughters of N-bar; but they 

differ from complements in that Adjuncts are sisters of N-bar, whereas 

Complements are sisters of N. Likewise, it means that Adjuncts resemble 

Determiners (specifiers) in that both are sisters of N-bar, but they differ from 

Determiners (specifiers) in that Adjuncts are daughters of N-bar,   

3.1 Evidence of N-Bar in Lòká̟á̟ 

 There are proofs to justify the claim that there is an intermediate level 

between the word-level and phrasal level. Radford (1988:174) states that the 

intermediate N-bar structure can occur as an independent unit in other types of 

sentence structure. Let us consider the following Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  examples:  

(1) Ó̟  bó̟  l   wá̟   yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟     ímínàà 

 chief  PREP Ugep            DEM   

 “This chief of Ugep” 

 From this example, it is possible to isolate [Ó̟  bó̟  l wá̟   yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟  ] as an 

intermediate category from [ímínàà] since it can occur alone. Moreover, using 

distributional fact it can be claimed that strings like: [Ó̟  bó̟  l wá̟   yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟  ] must 

be a constituent since it can occur as an independent unit in different sentence 

structure positions, as in:  

2a. [Ó̟  bó̟  l   wá̟          yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟  ] ímínàà 

N11 

N1 Determiner 

(specifier)  

N1 Adjunct  

Complement   N 
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 chief  PREP      Ugep           DEM  

 “This chief of Ugep”  

b. yó̟  ká̟  á̟    yòdìbá̟        [Ó̟  bó̟  l      wá̟          yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟  ] 

 fear     catch-PST   chief   PREP     Ugep 

 “Fear gripped the chief of Ugep”  

 In 2(a) above, the string [Ó̟  bó̟  l wá̟   yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟  ] occurs in the subject 

position as a constituent of its own while it also occurs as a constituent of its own 

in the object position in 2(b). This proves that the phrasal category and its 

immediate category counterpart share certain structural symmetry between related 

constructions. 

 The Coordination fact, which states that a given constituent must be able 

to undergo ordinary coordination with another similar sequence, can also be used 

as evidence in support of the constituent status of strings like: 

3(a) Ó̟  bó̟  l     wá̟        yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟   

 chief  PREP    Ugep 

  “The Chief of Ugep” 

 The string can be regarded as a constituent since it can be coordinated 

with a similar string like:  

(b) yàné̟  n   bá̟          yá-kpééná-í    lòpòn 

 people COMP 3PL-look-PRES village/town 

 “The people that guard the village/town”  

 to form a larger co-ordinate sequence like the one below:  

(4) Ó̟  bó̟  l  wá̟      yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟    òbá̟    yàne ̟́ n   bá̟       yá-kpééná-í        lòpòn  yá- 

         dúghé̟  ná̟   

 chief PREP    Ugep   conj. people  COMP 3PL-look-PRES town 3PL- 

         meet-PST 

 “The chief of Ugep and the village guards met” 

 The conjoined NPs (3a–b) have the same structures and are in line with 

Carnie’s (2007: 168–169) postulation that conjunction requires that you conjoin 

elements of the same bar level, you could not, for example, conjoin an adjunct 

with a complement. This would result in a contradiction.   

 The above standard constituent test shows that a string like [Ó̟  bó̟  l wá̟   

yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟  ] is both a constituent and a phrase. The constituent is however larger 

than the lexical head N.  

 

 Another support of the N-bar presence in Lòká̟  á̟   can be formulated in 

relation to pronominalisation facts. The implication of this is that only a unitary 

constituent can be replaced by a proform–and indeed only a phrasal constituent of 

some sort. Let us consider the use of the proform [íkà] “the other one” in the 

following example:   

5(a)    [Ó̟  bó̟  l   wá̟       yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟  ]   ímìn      ó-kpòòmá̟      o ̟́ -tà         ke ̟́                íkà 

   chief   PREP      Ugep       DEM   3SG-popular   3SG-than PRF-PST 

DEM   

    “This present chief of Ugep is more popular than the previous one”.  

(b)     [Ó̟  bó̟  l]   wá̟      yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟     ó̟  -súwá̟                 íkà    wá̟        yáá-tá̟  m * 
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     Chief  PREP   Ugep        3SG-defeat-PST  DEM PREP Adim 

 The above     (5b) is not only ungrammatical in the language but also 

create some kind of structural/semantic ambiguity.  

 The [Ó̟  bó̟  l wá̟   yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟  ] is a “small nominal phrase” of some sort (an N-

bar). Íkà ‘the other or previous one, is a kind of a proform which can replace the 

“small nominal phrase” i.e íkà is a pro-N-bar. That means [Ó̟  bó̟  l wá̟   yàma ̟́ á̟  ma ̟́ á̟  ] 

in (5a) can be replaced by íkà because it is an N-bar, whereas [Ó̟  bó̟  l] in (5b) 

cannot be replaced by íkà because it is only an N but not an N-bar. It therefore 

follows that proforms replace phrasal constituents, not word-level categories (as 

noted by Radford 1988:186). 

 The above cogent and empirical facts therefore support the presence of N-

bar in Lòkáá      That is, there is indeed an intermediate type of nominal 

constituent (namely N-bar), which is larger than N but smaller than NP.  

 

3.2 Complement and Adjuncts in Lòkáá NP      

 The two prepositional phrases to be considered here under are the 

subconstituents of the Lòkáá NP. These two postnominal PPs (ie PP1 and PP2) are 

represented at different hierarchical levels.    

 

3.2.1  Complement in Lòkáá NPs  

 In Lòkáá, there are NP structures, which consist of head Nouns and PP 

complements. The PP complements expand N into N1 as illustrated in the P-

marker below:    

Fig. (10)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complements are presented as sisters of a lexical head in a phrase. Thus, 

given a noun phrase like the following:  

(6) kèkáú sá̟            yínòn 

 bone PREP   bird/chicken  

 “The bone of the bird/chicken”  

 

 

 

 

 (6) is illustrated clearer in a tree configuration in (11) below:  

 

 

 

N11 

N1 

PP (Complement) N 

* 
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Fig. (11)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above P-marker in (11) shows that the post nominal modifier [Sá̟   yíno ̟́ n] is 

sister to the lexical noun [Ké̟  káú] and daughter of N-bar.  

 As noted earlier in section 2.2.1 of this study, the complement will always 

be ‘closer’ to their head Nouns than adjuncts. It gives more information about the 

head and it is the complement that really makes-up the meaning of the phrase.  

 Let us consider other examples but analyse only one out of the examples 

in a tree diagram for economy of space.  

7(a) lèbú        já̟          ódá̟  m  

 kolanut  PREP  man  

 ‘The kolanut of the man’  

(b) àbe ̟́              yá̟          yáné̟  é̟  n  

 Breast-PL PREP   woman  

 ‘The breasts of the woman’  

(c) yàfólì        ba ̟́         óbó̟  wa ̟́ bo ̟́ wa ̟́  

 Slave-PL PREP   native-doctor  

 ‘The slaves of the native-doctor’  

(d) ko ̟́ fe ̟́    ka ̟́        ókpótóló 

 leg    PREP   table  

 ‘The leg of the table’  

 

 The [ja ̟́ , ya ̟́ , ba ̟́  and ka ̟́ ] prepositions (in 7a-d) are each translated as ‘of’ in 

the language. Their morphemic variations or pattern of distribution is dependent 

on the concord noun class to which a particular preposition is referring.  

 The constructions (in 7a-d) are almost alike with that of “of-genitive” 

constructions. However, the difference is that Lòká̟  á̟   data above does not attract 

determiners before nouns in the gloss. It is only in the English translated or 

interpreted version in the third layer that determiners co-occur for grammatical 

reasons in English which can be adjudged as a feature of the ‘of-genitive 

constructions”. For more on this read Carnie (2007:166, 199).  

Now, let us analyse only (7d) in a tree diagram (of 12) since such analysis 

runs at par with the other examples of (7) represented above.  

N 

N11 

N1 Spec. 

PP (Complement). 

[e] Ke ̟̀káú  Sa ̟́ yínò̟ n 
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Fig. (12)   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

In (12) above, the PP is a complement because  ókpótóló “table” and Ko ̟́ fé̟   

“leg” are directly related. The PP [ká̟   ókpótóló] is a daughter of N1 and a sister of 

the lexical head Ko ̟́ -fé̟   Complement, therefore, according to Lyons (1968:345) 

refers to element(s) syntactically required to complete the structure of a given 

phrase.   

3.3.2 Adjuncts in Lòká̟á̟ NPs   

 Adjuncts give additional information, which does not necessarily 

contribute to the meaning of the lexical heads i.e it has no intrinsic relationship 

with the head noun.  

 According to Yusuf (1998), adjuncts give additional information about the 

head noun concerning series of things like location, manner, cause etc. For 

example, the adjunct in the following example expresses location of the head 

noun.  

(8) ko ̟́ bo ̟́ o ̟́   ka ̟́        o ̟́ no ̟́ o ̟́ tàm      ká̟         e ̟́ do ̟́ bá    kàmlèé 

 hand    PREP  old person  PREP   mud      inside  

 “The hand of old person inside the mud”. 

 (8) above will have the configurational status in (13) below. 

 

Fig. (13) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N11 

N1 

N PP (Complement) 

Ka ̟́ ókpótóló 

 

Kò̟ fe ̟̀  

kò̟ bó̟ ó̟   ká̟  ò̟ nò̟ ò̟ tàm 

 

N 

N11 

N1 

N1 PP (Adjunct) 

PP (Comp.) 

ka ̟̀   è̟ dò̟ bá       kàmlèé   
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The structure above indicates that the adjunct [ká̟     e ̟́ do ̟́ bá kàmlèé] is a 

sister of N-bar. The structure also shows that complements are closer to the head 

noun than adjuncts.  

 There are further syntactic arguments in support of the structural 

distinction between complements and adjuncts. The coordination test can be 

applied in bringing out the differences between complements and adjuncts in 

Lòka ̟́ á̟  .  

 Constructions that are similar can be conjoined. In this regard, two 

complement phrases can be conjoined but a complement phrase and an adjunct 

phrase cannot be co-ordinated as illustrated by the following examples:  

9(a) Complement                  +       Complement  

 Kàkóó  ká̟                   Úbì  òbá̟  á̟   yikalangnó̟ n      fa ̟́             ísù. 

 pig       PREP.GEN.  Úbì conj. duck(fowl)    PREP.GEN.  ísù.  

 “Ubi’s pig and Isu’s duck (fowl)”. 

(b) Adjunct                  +         Adjunct  

Kòòwá̟         ke ̟́ po ̟́ m  òba ̟́ a ̟́   kòòwa ̟́       kèdo ̟́ wa ̟́  

 tomorrow morning conj.  tomorrow evening  

 “Tomorrow morning and tomorrow evening”. 

(c) Adjunct         +      Adjunct  

 Ka ̟́        lo ̟́ o ̟́ se ̟́    òbá̟  a ̟́     ka ̟́        kàwóng 

 PREP  earth  conj.  PREP     sky  

 “On earth and in heaven”.   

(d) Complement            +   Adjunct  

 e ̟́ to ̟́       yá̟           ó̟  bo ̟́ l    òba ̟́ a ̟́    ká̟         ló̟  ó̟  se ̟́  

 house PREP    chief  conj.    PREP ground. 

(e) Adjunct                  +      Complement  

da ̟́       lèkpèkpèlì    òba ̟́ a ̟́      ya ̟́         o ̟́ bo ̟́ l  

PREP  room          conj.  PREP   chief.  

 We can account for the above Lòká̟  a ̟́  data (9a-e) in structural terms by 

assuming that adjuncts and complements are attached at different hierarchical 

levels (complements are sisters of N, and are attached at the N level; whereas 

adjuncts are sisters of N-bar, and  are attached at the N-bar level). Again by 

positing that only constituents attached at the same level can be coordinated. It 

would then follow that the two complement PPs (9a) can be coordinated (since 

both are attached at the N level), as can the two adjunct PPs in (9b and c) (since 

both are attached at the N-bar level): but it would also follow that an adjunct 

cannot be coordinated with a complement or vice versa (as in 9d and 9e) since 

complements are attached at the N level, whereas adjuncts are attached at the N-

bar level.  

 In Lòká̟  a ̟́ , co-occurrence restrictions can also be used as an argument in 

support of a structural distinction between a complement and an adjunct. Radford 

(1988:182) observes that complements are severally restricted on the choice of P 

heading the PP; particular Nouns subcategorise  aPP by a particular preposition 

while adjuncts are less restricted since they can be used to modify any type of 

head. For example:   

* 

* 
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10(a) ààkà             o ̟́ -yáu         ká        lììta ̟́ a ̟́ mì 

 your mother 3SG-COP  PREP    farm  

   “Your mother is in the farm”  

(b) ààkà             o ̟́ -yáu         já         lììta ̟́ a ̟́ mì 

 your mother 3SG-COP   PREP  farm  

(c) ka ̟́ kóò  já      Úbì 

   Pig      PREP  Ubi 

 

 The implication of the well-formedness of 10(a) and the ill-formedness 

10(b) and (c) is that only some Nouns, not others permit certain types of 

prepositional complement in Lòká̟  a ̟́  (as in other languages) which must be in 

grammatical concord with the head noun. The locative preposition in 10(a) cannot 

substitute for the genitive prepositions in 10(b) and (c). 

 A particular preposition (or what Iwara 1988:20) termed “Relators” used 

in one grammatical context can as well be used in another grammatical context to 

relay the same semantic output. Native speakers of Lòká̟  a ̟́ , however know when to 

use a particular preposition at a particular grammatical context or inter-change the 

same preposition for a different grammatical context (though with the same 

English interpretation). Generally speaking, what informs the use of a particular 

preposition is the concord noun class to which the preposition is referring. Also, a 

particular preposition has no fixed meaning associated with it. Rather, it is the 

context of use that determines its meaning in Lòká̟  a ̟́ . 

 It is also imperative, toeing the line of Hornstein and Lightfoot as quoted 

by Radford (1988:188) that syntactic constituent structures will play a role in 

determining the semantics of Noun phrases, and that each N-bar specifies a 

‘semantic property’. Let us consider the following Lòká̟  a ̟́  examples:  

11(a) Úbì ò-da ̟́           we ̟́ e ̟́ n  e ̟́ tóngwèn-á  wa ̟́        ó-yèèlì       lo ̟́ káláng 

 Ubi 3SG-COP child   school       COMP 3SG-read English language  

 “Ubi is a student of English language”  

(b) Úbì ò-da ̟́           we ̟́ e ̟́ n  e ̟́ tóngwèn-á     wa ̟́         ó-to ̟́              yìl     já̟            

         lìga ̟́ ná̟   

 Ubi 3SG-COP  child    school         COMP    3SG-PERF hair COMP     

         long  

 “Ubi is a student with long hair” 

 It should also be noted that the suffixal particle [-á ] preceded by 

e ̟́ tóngwe ̟́ n in 11(a) and (b) respectively is only an attribute of singular proper and 

common nouns when they occur as nominal phrase complement in the structure of 

verbal phrases. This suffix [-á ] affixed to singular proper and common nouns is 

also an objective case marker in the language. Plural nouns never take the suffix 

[-á ].   

The implication of the above examples is that: to attribute 11(a) to Ubi is 

to attribute one property to him, that he studies English language only but to 

attribute 11(b) to Ubi is to attribute two properties, that he studies, and that he 

also has long hair. Hence, in 11(a), it means what Ubi does (denoting only one 

property) and cannot be assigned a structure like 11(b). Conversely, 11(b) means 

* 
* 
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what Ubi does (but denoting two properties) and cannot also be assigned a 

structure like 11(a).  

 

4.1 Findings  

 The study established with empirical evidence that N-bar exists in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ . 

By N-bar is meant the intermediate level category projection or the small nominal 

phrase.  

 We found out that complements and adjuncts are similar in that they are 

both daughters of N-bar but differ in that complements are sisters of (i.e modify) 

N, whereas adjuncts are sisters of (i.e modify) N-bar. 

 We further found that these two different kinds of modifiers have different 

properties. Adjuncts (but not complements) can be iterated and reordered and can 

stand next to one. Complements, by contrast, must be located next to the head and 

cannot be reordered. We also saw that we could conjoin complements with 

complements and adjuncts with adjuncts, but that we could not mix the two. Also, 

the subcategorisation requirement holding up for the choice of P heading the PP 

in complements is more restrictive than that holding up for the choice of P 

heading the PP in adjuncts. 

 

5.1 Summary and Conclusion  

 This work has attempted an examination of the syntax of N-bar in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ . 

Lòka ̟́ a ̟́ is chosen because it cannot afford to be left out of the present global 

struggle to fit into the universal mould of syntactic analysis. This is why the 

researcher, who happens to be a linguist L1speaker, mirrors the language using his 

intuitive knowledge and the hindsights provided by Chomsky (1970), Jackendoff 

(1977), Radford (1988) among others to direct the work to its universal syntactic 

mould.  

 We have argued and substantially demonstrated that N-bar analysis 

enables us to define ‘closeness’ in purely structural terms. We might say that 

sisters are more closely linked to their Heads than aunts, and we could posit that 

subcategorisation restrictions hold only between a Head and its sisters, not 

between a Head and its more distant relatives (e.g aunts), Complements are 

adjudged to be more closely linked to their head Nouns than adjuncts.  

 From the foregoing exposé, we postulate that N-bar is suitable for Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  

syntax. It is our hope therefore, that this study will stimulate future related 

research in Lòka ̟́ a ̟́  and other Nigerian languages to help push the research frontiers 

further and even beyond the limits covered by this paper.  

List of Abbreviations  

PP = Prepositional Phrase; NP = Noun Phrase; P(REP) = Preposition; DEM = 

Demonstrative; PST = Past Tense Marker; PRES = Present Tense Marker; COMP 

= Complementizer; 3PL = Third Person Plural Marker; 3SG = Third Person 

Singular Marker; CONJ = Conjunction; PRF = Perfect Marker; PL = Plural 

Marker; GEN =  Genitive Marker; COP = Copula Verb; [e] = Empty Category; * 

= an ungrammatical construction. 
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